FUND FACTS
FROM THE MEMBERS STATE NATIONAL PROGRAMMES IN THE INTERNAL SECURITY FUND IN POLICE
2014 - 2018

39 370 law enforcement officials trained

3135 in counter terrorism
2592 in tackling organised crime
1769 in information exchange and operational cooperation
1475 in corruption and counterfeiting means of payment
1163 in countering money laundering
731 in combatting computer crime
251 in fighting illicit drug and arms trafficking

294 tools put in place or upgraded to protect of critical infrastructure

530 Cross-border Joint Investigation teams and multidisciplinary EMPACT operations

620 expert workshops, seminars, conferences, publications, websites and consultations for law enforcement cooperation

average duration of 22.7 months

752 projects

€551 Million EU funds

€732 591 funds per project

308 participating organisations
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